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Lawrence senior makes history on “Jeopardy!”
Allegra Taylor

News Editor
________________________________

This show is known as
“America’s favorite quiz show,”
and this past Thursday, Feb. 16,
a current Lawrence student competed in its annual college tournament. What is “Jeopardy!”?
“I’ve always loved the show,”
explained senior Allison Holley. “I
was watching the college tournament this summer, and I decided
since it’ll be my last chance at it,
maybe I should just try.”
Holley, an English and
Spanish double major, is the first
student from Lawrence to compete in the “Jeopardy!” College
Championship since the tournament first started 29 years ago.
The selection process for this
year’s contestants began near the
end of 2016. “I took a test in late
September. It was 50 questions,
all online. I got a confirmation
email, and I didn’t think I’d hear
anything else,” Holley said. “Then
a couple weeks later I got another
email asking me to go to an audition in Chicago.”
Having made it past the
initial test, Holley traveled to
Chicago shortly before the end of
Fall Term. The audition involved
introductions, a mock game and
another written test. “Then from
there they said they’d call before

Allison Holley is pictured here with Alex Trebek, who has been the host of Jeopardy! for the past 33 years.
Photo provided by Allison Holley and Jeopardy Productions, Inc.

the holidays if I made it through.
So I thought ‘Okay, well, that was

fun but I’m not going to make
it through,’” she said. “Then on

December 2, I got a call and they
said ‘We want you for the tourna-

Hannah Birch

from campus administrators and
safety officers. “I’ve always had a
good relationship with President
Burstein and he knew my plan
was to go into law enforcement
so he thought, what if I go into
Campus Safety to get a little experience and practice.”
With their support and recommendations, Mosley was hired
after finishing his degree this past
Fall Term. “Having their help and
getting this experience is more
than I could have asked for and I’m
very grateful for it,” says Mosley.
While Lawrence does not
provide the typical education of
most police officers and does not
offer a criminal justice program,
Mosley believes his education
makes him a great candidate for
this line of work. “I have a different perspective than what people
would expect of a cop. I’ll have
a different mindset and will be
more understanding than most
cops,” he commented.
In a time when law enforcement faces criticism of brutality and discriminatory practices,
Mosley’s liberal arts education
and background in psychology
may give him a desirable edge in
the field.
He says, “I can read people.

ment.’”
As a longtime “Jeopardy!”
fan, Holley has been preparing
for the competition much of her
life by watching the show. “I really
haven’t missed an episode since
middle school. So when I’m not
at home my family just records
episodes and we watch them en
masse when I am home,” she said.
“But we were able to treat them
a lot more like serious practice
sessions, so I stood and used a
click-pen to buzz in to try to get
the timing down.”
In early January, Holley flew
to California to film the episode
along with 14 other college students from around the country.
Holley was the only contestant
in the 2017 tournament from a
school in Wisconsin.
In the first round of the tournament, she competed against
Mohan Malhotra a freshman from
New York University and Cory
Schmalzle, a senior from Lehigh
University. Holley was narrowly
beaten by Malhotra and finished
in second place. While she will not
be advancing to the next round of
the tournament, Holley did not
leave empty-handed. Apart from
the cash prize awarded to the contestants, Holley is sure to remember her time on the show.

“It’s On Us” week aims Recent grad joins Campus Safety team
to end sexual assault
Staff Writer

____________________________________

Tina Czaplinska
Staff Writer

____________________________________

THIS

WEEK

This week marked the
Sexual Harassment and Assault
Resources and Education (SHARE)
committee’s “It’s On Us” campaign.
Started by the Obama administration in 2014, the campaign asks
people to pledge that they will no
longer be a bystander to or commit sexual assault. Many colleges
and universities have brought the
campaign to their campuses. The
goal is to raise awareness and put
an end to sexual assault on college
campuses.
“In order to bring Lawrence
into the ‘It’s On Us’ community,
we are doing different events
every day, with the help of the
Student Alliance Against Sexual
Harassment and Assault (SAASHA)
and Men Against Rape and Sexual
Assault (MARS),” began junior and
SHARE advocate Naomi Oster.
Although students played a
big role in planning the events this
week, staff and faculty also got
involved in organizing.
“Staff and faculty have
worked hard to put up posters,

make brochures and get all the
money to do all of it,” continued
Oster.
Events ranged from Monday’s
showing of the documentary “The
Hunting Ground,” which depicts
sexual assault across college campuses, to Bystander Intervention
Training to Friday’s talk with
Lawrence’s new Title IX coordinator, Kim Jones.
“At 4:30 [p.m.] in Main Hall,
Jones is giving a talk called ‘Let’s
Talk About Sex,’ which is all about
consent and communication and I
am really excited about that,” said
Oster.
Despite positive intentions,
SHARE had some concerns surrounding the week.
“The thing that we worry
about the most and the thing that
we have to keep in mind when you
bring up the topic of sexual violence is to take into consideration
that this is a triggering subject
and even talking about support
is hard for people,” said Oster. “So
it is important that we aren’t just
asking people to take this pledge
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Upon
g ra d u a t i o n ,
Lawrentians take their first tentative steps into the “real world.”
Josh “Blue” Mosley ‘16, a recent
addition to the Campus Safety
team, has decided not to wander
very far. With aspirations for a
career in law enforcement, Mosley
hopes to gain valuable experience
right here at Lawrence.
Like many Campus Safety officers, Mosley is passionate about
helping others. While enrolled as
a student, Mosley studied psychology and was a proud member
of the Lawrence football team.
He remembers being an eager
and frequent confidant to his fellow students and sees his new
role with Campus Safety as an
opportunity to continue helping
Lawrence students in other ways.
Mosley says, “Even when I
was a student people always came
to me for help, and I was always
grateful that they saw me in that
role […] It feels really great that
I’m now officially someone they
can confide in.”
When expressing his desire
to become a police officer, Mosley
received widespread support

I think being a psych major helps
me out with that. They’re also
starting to look for officers who
went to good colleges, who want
to make a difference, who won’t
be in the news for controversy.”
In addition, Mosley’s position
as a Campus Safety officer gives
him the opportunity to experience
a community-focused approach
to security that he thinks law
enforcement would be wise to
mirror. “I’m not going to be in
your face looking for a power trip,
I’ll want to see what I can do to
help you out.”
In his early days as a Campus
Safety officer, Mosley is happy to
be a familiar face on campus. The
best part of the job so far, he says,
is “seeing the joy and surprise
when people see me coming by
in a security vehicle. It’s always
like, ‘Blue, oh my God! You work
here?’”
Mosley is just happy to be
continuing his legacy as the helpful guy on campus. He notes, “I
came back for all of you guys,
there’s just something about this
school and the students that I
like, and being able to help you
guys out, that just makes it worthwhile.”
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It’s On Us

continued from page 1

but that we are also taking care
of survivors and making sure that
they feel safe on campus and that
they feel most supported.”
A variety of support avenues
are available for students.
“Cathy Kaye, the campus
advocate who works through
the Sexual Assault Crisis Center
in Appleton, can walk anybody
through any part of the process
and direct them to any resources
and solutions they might need,
confidentially, from any side of
this issue,” said Oster.
Students interested in getting
involved in making changes on
campus or looking for a group of
support can go to SAASHA meetings on Wednesdays at 8 p.m. in
Draheim House.
“We want to encourage people to talk about these things and
to stand up when they are in these
situations,” concluded Oster.

Upcoming
Events

Friday, Feb. 17
-Movies at Midnight:
“Fantastic Beasts and
Where to Find Them,”
Cinema, WCC

Saturday, Feb. 18
-”Hydrogen Jukebox,”
7:30 p.m., Stansbury
Theater, Tickets free
with Lawrence ID
-Lawrence
Underground concert,
8 p.m., Mead Witter,
WCC

Wednesday, Feb. 22
-LU Jazz Band Concert,
8 p.m., Memorial
Chapel
Friday, Feb. 24
-Jazz Series: Gerald
Clayton Trio, 8 p.m.,
Memorial Chapel,
contact Lawrence Box
Office for tickets

People of Color
Empowerment
Week

Monday, Feb. 20
-Anti-Racism, “White
Fragility” and the
“Third Reconstruction,”
6:30 p.m., Cinema,
WCC
Thursday, Feb. 23
-”Started from the
Bottom, Now We’re
Here,” 6:30 p.m.,
Diversity Center

Saturday, Feb. 25
-Cultural Expressions:
Black Excellence, 7
p.m., Esch Hurvis, WCC

Senior Brenna Ori and junior Eryn Blagg educate Lawrentians on consent during lunch.
Photo by Emily Midyette

Find
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CORRECTION

In the Feb. 10 issue of The Lawrentian, the Winter Carnival photo on the front page was misattributed
to the Campus Life Office. This photo was taken by Rachel Gregory. The Lawrentian Editorial Board
regrets this mistake.

W
New Zealand
A puzzling conundrum for scientists: New Zealand’s glaciers
are growing, while the rest of
the world’s are shrinking. The
glaciers have been growing for
over 25 years, for reasons still
unknown, but new research
shows cooling temperatures
in the South Pacific specific to
the climate variability in New
Zealand’s section of the world.
However, the glaciers are very
sensitive to climate change,
diminishing in size even with
a temperature change of a few
degrees. With the fluctuating
temperatures, experts say, “We
could lose these glaciers forever.”

RLD NEWS
Compiled by Britt Beerman

Malaysia
On Monday morning, Feb. 13, in
the Kuala Lumpur International
Airport, half-brother of North
Korean leader Kim Jong Un, Kim
Jong-nam, died after being poisoned. He was traveling under an
assumed name, not for the first
time. In 2001, he was caught in
Japan with a false passport. This
time, he was flying to China. It is
still unclear how the attack unfolded, but Jong-nam died on the way
to the hospital in Putrajaya. Due to
his assumed name, it took a while
to identify him, but his identity
was eventually confirmed.

United Arab Emirates
In Somaliland, the United Arab
Emirates (UAE) plans to open
a secondary military base to
cover the area’s governments.
Somaliland’s government, however, approved the deal, which
allows the UAE to control their
largest port and operational
activities for 30 years. UAE will
also receive a naval and air base.
Somaliland’s neighbor, Ethiopia, is
unhappy with this deal, especially
since it had rebuked the UAE’s
other base in Eritrea. However,
the base’s establishment creates
job opportunities for the locals of
Somaliland.

France
Civil unrest was sparked in several Parisian suburbs after Theo,
a 22-year-old youth worker
identified only by his first name,
was reportedly raped during
a violent police arrest. French
politicians have been accused
of failing to address the issues
in the banlieues, or suburbs.
Experts say this could lead to
another wave of national riots,
which have not been seen since
2005 when two men, while hiding from police in an electric
substation, were electrocuted.
According to experts, nothing
has been done to change police
policy in the suburbs. Prime
Minister Bernard Cazeneuve,
who, while sympathizing with
suburb dwellers over Theo’s
rape, does not think this “unacceptable violence” is justifiable.
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Seniority Report
Leigh Kronsnoble

Going Off the Grid

Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Every time I get off campus,
whether it’s a walk to the store or
a weekend away, I feel an absurd
sense of relief. It is as if while
within the confines of campus I
inadvertently absorb the preoccupations of those around me, a
complicit participant in the stress
Olympics, and only know how to
let that mentality go when the
campus disappears from view. If
that sounds unhealthy and a little
ridiculous, you’re not wrong.
Midterm Reading Period is
like a built-in safety net, a forced
exhalation that is scheduled for
us when one’s only repose with
friends, at dinner, or on the computer is always coupled with the
guilt that there is something else
one “should” be doing instead.
Reading Period makes me real-

Excerpts from an overactive imagination.

Tia Colbert

“General Admission”

Staff Writer

______________________________________

SCENE. Small, rustic bar. A stage
is set up near the front. About 15
people are in the bar. LORRINE is
sitting at a table by herself.
LORRINE: Alright, Lorrine, no
stealing tonight. You are here to
enjoy yourself.
The lights dim, as the opening
band begins to play, a man sits at
LORRINE’s table. She finds out that
his name is Ian.
IAN: Buy you a drink?
LORRINE eyes the watch on his left
arm glinting in the low light.
LORRINE: No, thank you. I’m just
here to enjoy music.
IAN: You got here too early, then.
He smiles and leans back. Stretching
his arms, he inadvertently pushes
his wallet up out of his shirt pocket.
LORRINE: Really, I’m fine. You
don’t have to stay here, Ian.
He leans forward. His wallet slides
out more.
IAN: Grinning. You sure?
LORRINE: Stands abruptly. I’m
gonna go to the bathroom.
IAN: Faltering. Uh, okay. I can
show you where it’s at?
LORRINE: No, it’s fine. I’ve been
here before. She hurries away.

IAN: Mumbling. It’s actually the
other way.
LORRINE: How dare he come
and sit at my table? Flashing his
expensiveness everywhere? On
my off-night?
She exits into an alley. The sun is
setting, but it is still bright outside.
LORRINE: Deep breaths, Lor. Deep
breaths.
She paces for a few minutes before
re-entering the bar. The first band
is finishing a song as she reclaims
her table. IAN is gone.
LORRINE: Well, at least this band
doesn’t completely suck. The bar
is suddenly filled with the chatter.
Whoo, doors have opened.
People spill in around LORRINE.
Some go to the stage, others stay in
the back. A woman approaches her.
AIDEN: Hey, Lorrine!
LORRINE: Smiling. Aiden! How are
you?
AIDEN: Sighs. Short-staffed. How
would you like to be employed for
a night?
LORRINE: I would like nothing
better.
AIDEN: Come on, then.
She follows AIDEN behind the bar.
AIDEN: Remember when you used
to sneak in here as a teenager?
LORRINE: Ah, my glory days.
AIDEN: Yeah, you were more ador-

able back then.
LORRINE: Watch it.
AIDEN: Laughing. Just teasing.
I only need you to serve sodas,
beers, wine coolers. You know,
bottled drinks. Jeff should be here
soon enough to bartend.
LORRINE: Sounds good to me.
AIDEN: I’ll leave you to it, darling.
1 Hour Later.
LORRINE: Laughing. Pay up, I won
fair and square.
PATRON: Grumbling. Yeah, yeah.
He hands her two 20s, and walks
away shaking his head.
JEFF: Are you stealing from these
lovely concert-goers?
LORRINE: Scoffs. No, it’s my off
night. I’m just making small
wagers and collecting my dues.
JEFF: Rolling his eyes. Tell me
you’re not betting on the lights.
LORRINE shrugs.
JEFF: You are a bona fide criminal,
Lorrine.
LORRINE: Why, thank you, Jeffrey.
JEFF: One day we’re going to fix
these lights, and you won’t be able
to trick people out of their money.
LORRINE: Smirking. Want to bet
on it?
THE END

ize that this is an extraordinarily
irrational mentality to uphold all
of the time, and that alternatives
exist, such as visiting family, traveling, sleeping in, or willing that
essay extension to be granted.
Fortunately, I got off campus
for Reading Period in an effort
to absorb something other than
the harsh wind against my skin
in the as-of-late dreary and grey
walk from Warch to my dorm.
In so doing, I came back feeling
refreshed and rejuvenated. Even
so, it is not necessarily a dramatic change of scene that does
good; merely going for a walk,
stopping at a coffee shop, or going
to the store is enough to create a
momentary division from yourself
and yourself as a student. While
that may seem an almost wild
notion in an environment that
demands that the student in us be
always on, it is important.
Something about doing work
or eating with a friend off campus, to exist amidst non-students,

is comforting. There are families
eating meals, people out on dates,
coworkers conducting a meeting,
friends catching up. It is great to
vary one’s environment or to at
least extend its limits. In fact, I
have grown to avoid the library
more and more, not because it
doesn’t offer plentiful space to
study coupled with necessary and
helpful resources, but because
seeing so many people burrowed
into the corners, papers spread
out across desks, armed with
over-caffeinated drinks makes me
too anxious to do anything. (Of
course, I must also freely admit
that I become that person from
time to time).
The luxury of stepping off
campus or finding a different
space is not equally accessible to
everyone, nor equally welcoming.
However, the idea of shaking up
one’s routine and doing something different amidst what often
becomes monotony is universally
compelling and wholly necessary.
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Is it a sport? Eat this article LU pride game supports You Can Play
Alex Kurki

Former Copy Chief

_____________________________________

This week, I examine whether
or not competitive eating can be
considered a sport. To be defined
as a “sport,” an activity must
include the following: competition between participants who are
in direct opposition to each other;
some level of physical and mental
capacity, such as agility, strength
or endurance. Competitive eating
meets these criteria, and challenges common conceptions of athleticism and the “ideal” body.
The sport’s fulfillment of
the first criteria (competition) is
straightforward. Competitive eating involves contestants trying to
eat the greatest amount of food,
with victory being determined
by the amount of food eaten or
by how fast one eats a certain
amount of food.
The nature of the competition involved in this sport is what
differentiates it from other sports,
and leads some to doubt the
validity of the sport. Most sports
require participants to engage in
“athletic” activities that require
physical strength, agility, or stamina. Football players need to have
a myriad of physical skills to succeed in their sport—throwing,
route running, tackling, et cetera.
Even in a less physically-demanding sport, like golf, players need
the coordination to accurately aim
the ball and execute their strokes.
The skill set required in competitive eating contrast with those
in other sports. Competitive eaters do not need to meet the traditional definition of athleticism to
succeed. They do not need to have
better cardiovascular conditioning or physical strength than their
competitors. Instead, they must
be able to eat more.
Now, at first glance, this does
not sound like a physical skill.
However, many professional eaters undergo intensive training
to better prepare themselves for
competition. For example, Matt
Stonie, recent winner of the
Nathan’s Famous hotdog eating
contest, trains by eating hundreds
of chicken wings in one sitting and

drinking large amounts of liquids
to expand his stomach. Training
allows Stonie to eat more, faster
than the average person possibly could. This makes competitive eaters similar to other athletes, as they modify their bodies’
capabilities and push themselves
past their limits to improve their
chances of victory. While athletes
in other sports work to increase
the strength of their muscles, competitive eaters work to increase
the capacities of their stomachs.
The appearance and actions
of athletes in most sports are
emblematic of Western standards of beauty—athletes work
to increase their physical capabilities, which often has the side effect
of getting them closer to achieving
the “ideal” body. However, competitive eaters are required to do
the exact opposite for their sport.
Training by eating or expanding
the size of one’s stomach has the
reverse effect on the body than
that of training by lifting weights
or running.
Injury is another aspect of
sport. Competitive eaters are
more likely on average to develop gastrointestinal issues, eating
disorders and morbid obesity as
a result of their training. While
other sports also carry the risk of
physical difficulties, they subject
their athletes to these risks in a
different manner. In conventional
sports, athletes are participating in activities the human body
was designed to do—run, jump,
et cetera—while the human body
was not designed to ingest tens of
thousands of calories in a short
amount of time, as is required in
competitive eating.
Competitive eating is a sport
in the way that football or baseball
is a sport: it is a competition that
requires advanced physical abilities. There is something to be said
for this sport’s rising popularity,
as its physicality is vastly dissimilar to that of other sports. Perhaps
competitive eating is symbolic of
our society’s tendency towards
waste and gluttony. Or, it may just
be a guy eating 182 wings in 10
minutes.

Tina Schrage
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

This past weekend, the
Lawrence University StudentAthlete Advisory Committee
(SAAC) sponsored the LU Pride
Game, where proceeds from
the game went to the You Can
Play Project. The LU Pride Game
was when Lawrence’s Men and
Women’s Basketball teams played
against Monmouth College.
You Can Play is a project that
works with those of the LGBTQ
community to ensure that they
are in a safe space and they are

included in all sports opportunities offered to them while being
respected and treated fairly
regardless of how they identify.
This goes for everyone in the community, including athletes, coaches and fans. The project is working
to go against the culture of locker
rooms as well as the spectators
by focusing on every athlete’s or
coach’s skills, work ethic and competitive nature.
With a large crowd attending
the games in support for the You
Can Play Project and the Vikings,
both teams played hard. The Lady
Vikes, 2-19 overall and 0-16 in

the Midwest Conference (MWC),
struggled against Monmouth,
3-18 over and 3-13 in the MWC,
and lost with a score of 72-39. The
men’s team, 9-11 overall and 10-6
in the MWC, was able to pull a
win from Monmouth, 6-15 overall
and 6-10 in the MWC, with a close
score of 68-65.
With valiant efforts, the
games were played with vigor and
a substantial amount of effort. The
LU Pride game supported both
teams as well as the You Can Play
Project.

denly went cold and Monmouth
quickly capitalized on this opportunity to tie to game at 53-53.
There was growing anxiety within the audience at that moment,
but the Vikings came back with
a strong fighting spirit to retake
the lead. Jeremy Stephani hit a
clutch three-pointer to create a
three-point edge for the Vikings.
The scots trimmed the margin to
62-60 with 3 minutes remaining
in the game.
The score remained tight
the rest of the match. Monmouth
got three consecutive fouls by
Lawrence, including a foul-out
by freshman Tyler Krug, and the
score became 62-61 Lawrence.
Eric Weiss finished a strong layup
to bring back the three-point
edge. However, another foul by
the defenders gave Monmouth
two free-throws to narrow down
the lead again. The last minutes
included many fouls from both
sides, including four free-throws
by Mitchell of the Scots and two
by Weiss for the Vikings. Senior
Connor Weas was fouled in the
last 14 seconds and successfully
shot both free-throws to help the
Vikings create a three-point lead.
Mitchell and Jon Matthews from
the Scots attempted to shoot two
consecutive three-pointers, but all
missed and the Vikings grabbed
the ball with one second left on
the clock. Having reclaimed possession, the Vikes won the match.
Jeremy Stephani and Ben
Peterson lead Lawrence with 13
points each. Both Eric Weiss and

Mitch Willer added 10 points for
the Vikings, while Willer had the
team-best seven rebounds.
On the same day, the
Lawrence women’s basketball
team, 0-17, 10th place MWC, lost
39-72 against Monmouth’s basketball team, 4-13, 9th place MWC.
Within the first six minutes of
the game, Monmouth already led
18 -5 against Lawrence, including
four three-pointers and four shots
inside the arc. Freshman Leah
Reeves continued her strong performance as always with four consecutive points to narrow the edge
to 18-11 before the second quarter started. However, the Scots
maintained their hot-shooting
day and extended the lead as the
second quarter drew to a close.
Junior Lauren Deveikis finished a
three-pointer at the last second to
bring the score to 35-21.
It had been a cold shooting
day for the Lady Vikes when they
could not find a way to the basket
in the third quarter. On the other
hand, the Scots exploded to a 16-6
run to create a 51-27 lead. The
final score ended at 72-39.
Leah Reeves paced Lawrence
with 11 points. With only two
matches left, the Lady Vikes are
still struggling to find their first in
conference win this season.
With the basketball season
winding down, there are only a
few more games yet to be played.
Show your support for the Vikings
in their final competitions of the
season.

a win is always an exciting thing
for the team, but winning the first
match of the season was a strong
confidence boost for the team.
The first home competition for the team, played at Fox
Valley Racquet Club due to the
cold February Wisconsin weather
being incompatible with playing
tennis, was much more difficult.
The Vikings were only able to
pick up three victories against the
University of Wisconsin-La Crosse.
Jumes won a very close and hard
fought match at No. 1 singles 6-3,
3-6, 1-0 (10-7). Schuman-Kline
picked up the other singles victory
at the No. 2 position 6-3, 7-5. The
two then teamed up and won the
No. 1 doubles match 8-6.
“The first two matches
have gone well. We’ve had better records in both matches than
we did last year against the same
opponents. Our team is really deep
this year and we have a lot of drive
to de well. It has really come out
in our first two matches” reflected
sophomore Kieran Laursen.
Overall, the team is happy
with their performances, but they
know that there is still a long
way to go and a lot of work to do.
Conference play, the all-important

matches that determine who goes
to the conference tournament, the
top four teams, begin in April. “We
are definitely looking to make it
to team conference” said Laursen.
The team made the conference
tournament last year as the number four seed and they are looking to improve upon that performance.
“The season is long and tough,
especially getting to the end when
the all-important conference
matches are happening, but we
always do it. Spring break helps to
break up the season when we go
to Florida and play some matches
down there as a team. When we
come back, we really start to dig
into the meat of the season with
the conference matches, but really
the thing that keeps us going is
that we want to win and we all
want to get better. We push each
other as a team. Its really a great
group of guys,” said Laursen. The
Vikings hope to use these next
few weeks to really improve so
they can play their best tennis
when the conference season rolls
around. Lawrence is back in action
February 17th when they go up
against Concordia of Wisconsin
at 7 p.m.

Basketball: Games Against Monmouth

Victor Nguyen
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last weekend, the Lawrence
men’s basketball team (9-8, 6th
place MWC) charged to a thrilling Midwest Conference victory
last Saturday, Feb 11th against
Monmouth, 6-11, 7th place
Midwest Conference (MWC).
There were almost one thousand spectators in attendance at
Alexander Gymnasium.
The Vikes came up strong in
the first nine minutes with four
layups, including two by senior
Mitch Willer and a three-pointer
by junior Eric Weiss to lead 11-6.
Cam Sturtevant from Monmouth
sunk a three to stop the Vikings
run, but our team maintained the
lead. Junior Ben Peterson shot
a free throw at 3:20 to extend
the Vikings’ lead to six points at
24-18. Eric Weiss successfully
shot his second three-pointer of
the game at the last twenty seconds to end to first half with the
score 32-24, giving the Lawrence
team the advantage at the break.
The second half began with
a 7-0 run by the Vikings and created a 13 point edge against the
Scots. Senior Peter Winslow contributed a beautiful layup and
a jumper while our best three
point shooter and junior Jeremy
Stephani put down a three. Two
consecutive free-throws by Justin
Aluya helped Monmouth stop the
run. In the next five minutes, both
teams showed many solid shots.
However, the Vikes’ shooting sud-

Hockey plays Northland Lawrence Men’s Tennis season begins
Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Last Friday and Saturday,
Northland College came to
Appleton to play the Vikings. The
series was played at the Appleton
Family Ice Center on February
10th and 11th.
Northland came in strong
Friday leading 2-0 with goals
from Kyle Salmon and Josh Racek.
Vikings came back and tied in
the second in 1:58, first from
Luke McDiarmid who created a
turnover and beat Smith at 8:21,
and second from Sean Reynolds’s
shorthanded goal after the team
was whistled for roughing at 9:20
and we then caught Northland
in a line change at 10:19, making
it 2-2. Northland, 10-10-2, 8-8-1
NCHA, scored twice in the third
period in only 1:25, with Kalib
Ford’s slapshot from above the
face-off circle at 13:14, and Kurt
Sonne’s goal at 14:39, pushing the
Lumberjacks up 4-2. Lawrence,
5-14-3, 4-10-3 NCHA, player Matt
Beranek scored off a rebound at
16:45 to make the final score 4-3,
in Northland’s favor. In the final
two periods, Northland held of
27 shots as we pulled our goaltender, Evan Cline, with 1:42 left

for an extra attacker. Smith and
his defensive shield held off three
shots and managed to win the
game with a close score. AJ Smith
had 34 saves and the win and
Evan Cline stopped 15 shots and
held the loss. The game was close
even with Northland’s two scores
in the third, and the ending score
was hard fought. Lawrence had a
37-19 edge for the game.
Saturday
started
with
Northland coming out strong with
a power play from Max Glashauser
at 3:15, and then Koepplinger
came back with his own power
play goal at 5:07 to tie the game.
Nick Tefry then scored at 8:32 for
Northland and Blake Roubos tied
the game 31 seconds later, 2-2.
Austin Frank scored early in the
second period, leading 3-2 as they
went into the third period. Lucas
DeBenedet of Northland scored
on a power play 2:27 into the
third and tied the game yet again
at 3-3, but Lane King scored at
4:36, bringing us into the lead.
Jacob Jeske of Northland College,
10-11-2, 8-9-1 NCHA, then scored
at 13:41 to even the score 4-4.
Lawrence, 6-14-3, 5-10-3 NCHA,
took advantage of a power play

See page 6

Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

Despite there still being snow
on the ground, the Lawrence
University Men’s tennis team’s
season is already underway.
They kicked off competition season against Milwaukee School of
Engineering (MSOE) on February
5th and they were back in
action this past Friday, February
10th against the University of
Wisconsin-La Crosse.
The team started out strong
with a 7-2 win against MSOE. On
the singles side of the competition, senior David Jumes won
the No. 1 singles match 6-3, 6-4.
Junior Bill Schuman-Kline won the
No. 2 match 6-4, 4-6, 1-0 (103) and sophomore David Brooker
won the No. 6 singles match 6-2,
6-4. The Vikings also picked up
victories in the No. 3 and No. 4
singles matches by two rookies as
freshman Cade Francour won 6-1,
6-3 and freshman Aidan Delgado
won 6-4, 6-2. Lawrence added
two more victories in the doubles
competition as the teams of junior
Izaya Turenne and Brooker and
Francour and freshman Connor
Maloney were victorious. Getting
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Vikings of the Week
Kate Kilgus
Indoor Track
by Shane Farrell

Ben Peterson
Basketball
by Arianna Cohen

STANDINGS
WOMEN’S BASKETBALL
TEAM
Cornell
St. Norbert
Ripon
Grinnell
Knox
Illinois
Beloit
Lake Forest
Monmouth
Lawrence

MWC
16-1
14-3
14-3
11-6
10-7
8-9
4-13
4-13
4-13
0-17

OVR
18-4
17-5
16-6
13-9
13-9
11-11
6-16
5-17
4-18
2-20

MEN’S BASKETBALL
Photo by Emei Thompson

Photo by Emei Thompson

This week I had the pleasure to talk with Kate Kilgus. After taking a year off due to injuries and study abroad Kate came back with
a dominate performance in the mile. The senior from Carmel, New
York placed second with a time of 5:30.37. Kilgus and the team will
be competing at the UW-Oshkosh Invitational this Saturday.

This week I sat down with men’s basketball standout Ben
Peterson. Ben has had a terrific season, with several games being the
high scorer. As the season comes to a close, Ben reflects on the season as a whole, as well as the Vikings hopeful Midwest Conference
Tournament run.

Shane Farrell: How did it feel when you crossed the finish line
knowing you took second?

Arianna Cohen: Congratulations on being named Viking of the
Week! How does this honor feel going into the final stretch of the
season?

Kate Killgus: It was my first time running the mile this season and
my goal was to be around 5:30, so I was definitely happy when I
finished in that time. I was seeded second, so I knew I should be up
there, and that definitely gave me confidence going into the race.
I was in second for most of the race, but I didn’t know how close
anyone behind me was, so I tried to catch up as much as I could to
the runner in front of me since I knew she would run a fast time.
SF: What can you attribute to your success?

KK: I think my success in this race comes from having a strategy
that works for me and sticking to it. I know I used to go out way
too fast in the mile, and then I would just be dying by the end. So
I’m trying to find that perfect balance of going out fast enough to
get into a good position, but still maintaining control so that I can
really push the end of my race.
SF: How has the season been going for you and the team?

KK: This season has been fun for me. I haven’t raced in a year
because of injuries and studying abroad last spring, so I am excited
to be back, contributing to the team and doing well. The team is
also doing well. The indoor season is short, but I think everyone is
doing a good job of taking each meet as an opportunity to prepare
for conference.
SF: Are you strictly a mile runner? If not what is your favorite
event to run and why?

KK: In track, I run mid-distance, so usually I race either the 800m
or the mile as well as the 4X400. The mile is my favorite open
event. I feel like it’s the perfect distance in that you need speed,
but it’s not an all-out sprint. I also love running the 4X400 though
because of the relay aspect. Plus, it’s just one lap as fast as you can
go, so you don’t have to think a lot. The whole team comes out on
the track to cheer us on and it’s just a really high energy, fun event.
SF: After your running career ends at Lawrence, will you continue
to run for fun? Any road races?

KK: I definitely want to continue running after Lawrence—it has
become part of my lifestyle. I hope I can find some kind of running
club or group because I love being part of a team and running with
other people. There aren’t a lot of mid-distance races, but I think
I’d like to get into doing some longer distances for road races.

Ben Peterson: It feels great. Beating Beloit was huge for the
team as we were coming off a three-game losing streak and really
needed a good team win to help get us back on track. Hopefully
we can carry the momentum into the final stretch of our season

AC: This past weekend, in your game vs. Beloit, you fell two shy
of the school record of nine three-pointers in a game. What do you
feel clicked for you in this game?

BP: I feel like a lot of things just happened to go our way that
game. Our starters started off the game playing very good defense
and were able to get a few quick baskets which led to us getting
out to an early lead. By the time Coach subbed me into the game,
there wasn’t a lot of pressure on me to score, which allowed me
to look for the best shots possible. After I hit a couple threes, my
teammates did a great job of setting screens for me allowing me
to get open and get some shots off, and luckily almost all of them
went in.
AC: Due to a NCAA violation, Grinnell has had to forfeit some of
their previous match ups, putting Lawrence in fourth place. How
is the team handling the pressure coming down to the final few
games of the season?

BP: We are just trying to take things game by game. Although
Grinnell forfeiting those four wins puts us in a very good position,
nothing is set in stone. If we get comfortable and take this opportunity for granted, then there is still a chance we will not make the
tournament. We were able to get a huge win against Monmouth
this past weekend, now we need to get prepared for Ripon and
Lake Forest and focus all our energy into these last two games of
the regular season.
AC: What do you do to prepare yourself before each game?

BP: I don’t have a specific pregame ritual, however, the one thing
that I make sure to do before every game is to get into the gym and
shoot. My main role on the team is shooting 3 pointers, and I’ve
found that getting shots up before the game helps me to feel more
comfortable shooting during the games.
AC: What are the team’s goals for the end of the season?

BP: As of right now our only goal is to maintain our spot in the
conference tournament. Although we are currently sitting in
fourth place, our spot in the post-season tournament is not guaranteed. For our final two games, our goal is to beat Ripon and
then beat Lake Forest to make sure our spot in the tournament is
guaranteed.

L E T ’ S G O , L AW R E N C E !

TEAM
St. Norbert
Ripon
Grinnell
Lake Forest
Cornell
Lawrence
Monmouth
Illinois
Beloit
Knox

MWC
15-2
13-4
12-5
10-7
9-8
9-8
6-11
5-12
4-13
2-15

OVR
18-4
17-5
15-7
12-10
11-11
9-12
6-16
8-14
6-16
2-20

HOCKEY
TEAM
Adrian
Marian
Lake Forest
MSOE
Concordia
Aurora

NHCA
South
15-3
11-7
10-8
8-6-4
9-8-1
4-13-1

North
St. Norbert
14-3-1
St. Scholastica 10-7-1
Northland
8-9-1
Lawrence
5-10-3
Finlandia
0-20

OVR
16-5-2
13-9-1
14-9
11-7-5
12-10-1

4-18-1

18-4-1
12-10-1
10-11-2

6-14-3
0-25

Statistics are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
and www.nchahockey.org
February 15, 2017

LU SPORTS
TRIVIA
Question:
What was the weight
room in Alexander
Gym before it was converted into a weight
room?
Answer to last week’s question:
The gates opening onto the
track at Alex Gym commemorate
Lawrentians who gave their lives
in World War I.
Answers will be published in next
week’s issue
Submit
your
answer
to
theodore.h.kortenhof@lawrence.
edu for a chance to win a prize!
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Food Recovery chapter feeds the community
Kate Morton
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

With so many different clubs and organizations on campus, it can be hard to
keep track of all of them, let alone decide
which ones to join. One that stands out
is Lawrence’s Food Recovery Network,
a chapter of the national Food Recovery
Network organization, dedicated to lessening food waste on college campuses by
donating food that would otherwise go to
waste to those in need.
“Food is such a thing that we all share,
so I think it’s a great way to connect people and to really think about the impact
you’re making,” said junior and president
of Lawrence’s Food Recovery Network
Lindsay Holsen. “You get to interact with a
lot of different clubs and different people
on campus and also help make Lawrence
more sustainable and fight hunger at the
same time, so it’s a good balance of things,”
Holsen added.
The organization works with student
groups, such as Greek life and sports teams,
as well as local organizations, including
Homeless Connections, COTs, Loaves and
Fishes and Boys and Girls Club. Right
now, the club is working with Appleton’s

Salvation Army. Volunteers recover food
from Andrew Commons to be transported
every week on Mondays, Wednesdays and
Fridays.
On recovery nights, a leader is designated from the Food Recovery board to help
direct volunteers. The work involves transferring food from Bon Appetit pans to other
Tupperware that will eventually be transported to that community organization.
It really is a two birds, one stone situation: by sending our excess food to people
who need it, less food is wasted and perfectly good food gets to people in need in the
Appleton community. “I think sometimes
people don’t know, but sometimes we’ll get
multiple hundred pounds of food wasted
every week,” Holsen said.
Lawrence’s Food Recovery Network
was founded by Shang Li ‘16 and Maggie
Brickner ‘14 as a project for Li’s Innovation
and Entrepreneurship class. Since its’
inception, the organization has continued
to thrive at Lawrence. Between 4,000 and
5,000 pounds of food has been recovered
since its formation in 2014.
The Food Recovery board currently
has ten members including the President,
Treasurer, Statistician, Secretary, Outreach
Coordinator, Publicity Chair and Volunteer

Sophomores Emily Midyette and Katherine Stein recover food in Andrew Commons Kitchen.
Photo by Larissa Davis

Coordinator. The variety of positions on the
board allows for a diversity of experience
for those involved.
“It’s not like you have to be totally into
food, you could be more on, like, the scheduling side, or if you are really interested in
marketing, it’s, like, a good opportunity to
practice that,” Holsen explained. The board
holds weekly meetings on Mondays. “It’s
not a huge time commitment, but it’s a

great way to see another side of Lawrence,”
Holsen said.
Despite the presence of so many clubs
and organizations on campus to be involved
with, the Food Recovery Network definitely
stands out as a great option. What better
way to give back than providing food for the
hungry in the Appleton community while
preventing food waste in our own campus
community at the same time?

Katie Mueller

In her experience, Kramer has encountered negativity towards the influences
of community activism. She stressed the
importance of recognizing that sometimes
we don’t realize how the talents, abilities
and resources that we have can be used for
good until we actually use them. She stated,
“I think many folks who are negative about
activism only are so because they don't
need it—either they already have a lot of
privilege and can't see what's wrong for
others, or they think there are only certain
ways to effect change.”
Because of her educational outreach
and advocacy toward serving the community, some have called her an activist.
However, she prefers to look at herself differently. She describes herself as first and
foremost an educator and a public citizen.
It is her understanding that a public citizen
needs to be asking questions and challenging what’s unfair. A public citizen needs
to be looking out for people with limited
resources and less access to power. She
stated, “I think most of us who do social justice work become aware that we can change
things and that we have to.”
In a society where structural oppression limits the lives of so many, it is always
important to be a public citizen. Engaging
with the community around us can impact
our lives and the lives of others, showing
that good can be done on many levels.
The goal of this community activism is to
connect with neighbors of different backgrounds and to help them; as they too are
fellow public citizens.
“I think just discovering your sense of
decency requires you to do more than you
ever thought you could,” Kramer concluded.

A Conversation on Activism
with Helen Boyd Kramer
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

Hockey

continued from page 4
chance with Koepplinger’s score on manadvantage off a pass from Lane King with
1:09 left. Then, the game was tied yet again
with Ty Kraus’s score with only 32 seconds
left at 5-5. This forced us into overtime, and
at only 57 seconds in Brad Mueller scored
a goal, earning the victory 6-5 OT for the
Vikings.
The game Saturday was extremely
exciting, with two evenly matched teams
creating a consistent pattern throughout
the entire game of scoring and tying. Coach
Michael Szkodzinski stated, “We struggled

early Friday night but just kept building
through the weekend. It took
a very determined effort
on Saturday to come up
with the win. Our senior
captain, Brad Mueller,
really did a great job
leading the way and
was rewarded with
the game-winner. It
was certainly one of
the more memorable
games of the season.”
It was a very tough
game, with three different
ties from Northland in just
the third period. Mueller scored

Many students are well aware of the
importance of community activism outside
of campus. Engaging in volunteerism and
taking a stance on issues in the community
and within society is essential towards creating change. Lawrentians are very involved
with activism fighting against injustices on
campus, and this spirit should be extended
and brought to the larger Appleton area.
Professor of Gender Studies Helen Boyd
Kramer shared her views on the importance of community activism and its ability
to inspire change on a large scale.
Kramer believes she has been inspired
to pursue opportunities in activism
throughout her life, as she has always felt
passionate about volunteerism and political engagement within her community. She
stated, “I can't think of a time when [activism] wasn't something I did, but it was
something I had to figure out how to integrate into my life.” In pursuit of this desire,
she found she could combine her love of
reading and writing with this passion for
political engagement.
This combination resulted in the activism she pursues today, which involves
advocating for others through her writing
and through educational outreach. She has
been active in providing information to
organizations about social issues regarding
the transgender community. She also works
to give training sessions and educational
talks at local organizations, like Harbor
House. “A lot of my activism is outreach
and educational because I have information
people need about gender, sexuality and so
on,” stated Kramer.
off a pass from Josh Koepplinger to
score his second goal of the season and the first game winning score of his career.
Evan Cline earned his
third victory of the
season with 33 saves
for the Vikings, and
AJ Smith stopped 48
shots and took the
loss for Northland.
Lawrence had a 54-38
edge in shots. Thanks
to Mueller’s score the
Vikings are now in the
run for the playoffs, behind
Northland by only four points,

and with only two games left at Lake
Forest, February 17th and 18th. This was
an intense and demanding game from start
to end with two evenly matched teams battling fiercely, but Lawrence pulled out on
top and now our disparaging playoff hope is
looking more favorable! Coach Szkodzinski
summarized, “It is a war every single night
in our conference. This (upcoming) weekend will be the most intense hockey we
have seen to this point.”
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Sell Us Your Major: Film Studies

Andrew Brown
Staff Writer

________________________________________________

This column is devoted to sharing student and faculty input on the various majors
offered at Lawrence. The goal is to highlight
areas of study that are not well known and to
provide undecided students an inside look at
things they may want to study.
While the Warch Campus Center
seems to be a staple part of the Lawrence
experience to current students, the relatively new building would come as a shock
to alumni that graduated before 2009. They
may try to seek out a meal at the Jason
Downer Commons, only to find their main
center for food when they were students at
Lawrence has been replaced by offices for
Admissions, Career Services, Alumni and
Constituency Engagement and the state-ofthe art 9,400-square-foot Hurvis Center for
Film Studies.
The Film Studies major joined the ranks
of the interdisciplinary studies at Lawrence
after the construction of the Hurvis Center
was completed on the lower level of the
former Downer Commons, renamed Alice
G. Chapman Hall. The major consists of all
aspects of visual culture, primarily the production, history and theory of film.
Jill Beck Director of Film Studies and
Associate Professor of Film Studies Amy
Ongiri is among the dozens of faculty members that are extremely passionate about

this major.
“Film is one of the most powerful
mediums of our time,” Ongiri explained.
“The Film Studies major at Lawrence
encompasses three ways of studying film:
production, film history and theory. We
offer production classes in film, digital and
animation. The other components involve
the actual study of film from a historical
and theoretical perspective. These classes
help students contextualize the power of
this medium in a historical and modern
context.”
The opportunities that students have
with the brand new facilities and equipment seems limitless. With state-of-the art
equipment and a two-to-one, student-tocamera ratio, film students enjoy relatively
limitless access to resources. The handful of
well-crafted studios, classrooms and editing rooms filling the Hurvis Center make it
possible for Film Studies students to focus
on projects that deal with virtual reality,
animation and almost any other form of
visual production that humans are able to
create.
“Movies, film and the internet are the
way we understand the world and how we
communicate to people in other parts of the
world,” Ongiri said. “This is so important in
a liberal arts context because our students
can begin to understand how visual culture
works. One unique part of the program here
at Lawrence is that every film studies stu-

dent will get a taste of production, history
and theory. At other universities, students
are often restricted to just one of those
concentrations.”
Already, Film Studies graduates from
Lawrence have gone on to do spectacular
things. There are two graduates who work
at VICE, an internet global media channel that produces investigative, journalistic videos. A recent Lawrence grad is the
digital content manager for a NPR affiliate
in Missouri. The person running the newsroom in Duluth is a graduate from last
year. Students have had internships at BET
and other organizations at the forefront of
visual culture.
“One of the biggest criticisms we get,
mainly by non-film studies majors,” Ongiri
chuckled, “is that film studies seems to be
an impractical area of study. Yet, you can
look at the successes that our film studies
students are already enjoying and you can
see pretty clearly that our graduates truly
do well in terms of getting jobs and internships.”
Last year, the Lawrence Film Studies
department hosted the First Annual
Associated Colleges of the Midwest (ACM)
Film Conference and Festival. This festival spotlights the creative and academic
work of student filmmakers, screenwriters
and film scholars from ACM campuses. The
Conference allows students to show off
their research in the world of Film Studies

and film culture, while the festival accepts
student-produced works to be displayed
and recognized at the regional level.
“We’re also going to host the event
next year,” Ongiri said. “Students here need
to know that it’s not just for film students.
Anyone who writes or make films can submit something to the festival. All are welcome.”
Ongiri’s attitude towards openness
also applies to the Film Studies program
in general. “Come down and check out
the facilities!” she said enthusiastically. “If
you’re interested in Film Studies, take a
few classes. This has only been a major for
a year now, so we’re definitely open for all
students to try out this brand new program
with some brand new equipment and facilities.”
This relatively new major certainly
offers its appeal to students who are interested in film and visual culture. The interdisciplinary aspects of the major makes it
a perfect starting place for multi-interested
students to examine the world through the
lens of film production, theory and history. Anyone interested should definitely
take some time to explore the relatively
unknown facilities in Chapman Hall and
talk to the dozens of passionate students
and faculty all across campus.

New Spiritual Space at Sabin House

Karina Barajas
Staff Writer

________________________________

Julie Esch-Hurvis Dean of Spiritual and
Religious Life Linda Morgan-Clement will
be opening Sabin House as a forum for students, staff and faculty members of all religious backgrounds after it is fully remodeled. Morgan-Clement excitedly shared her
plans for next term. “I want to start a
discussion on the different types of religion
and how we can honor them in one space,”
said Morgan-Clement.
A strong connection with food, literature and rituals can be found in the different rooms of the Sabin House. All who enter
are required to take off their shoes upon
entry. On the first floor, there is an open
area with comfy couches for group discussions, a dining area and a kitchen to prepare
and share meals, a prayer room for anyone
who wants to pray and a bathroom that
includes a sink to wash one’s feet. Upstairs,
there is a library of different books on the
different types of religious and spiritual
views, a reading room and a den.
As the new Dean of Spiritual and
Religious Life, Morgan-Clement hopes
to support students with religious background traditions, talk about big ques-

tions or struggles, help
Lawrence to be more
inclusive of students
of different religious
backgrounds
and
host various events.
For ex-ample, Morgan
Clement recently hosted a mixer for the different religious groups
on campus.
Sabin House will
hopefully be a safe
space to talk about
religious and spiritual
lives. Morgan Clement
hopes the Sabin House
will be “a private public space where people
can practice conversations, and learn how to
tell stories about who
we are.”
Morgan-Clement
believes interpersonal
development is crucial
individual growth. “Are
you connected to others? Are you connected to yourself? Are you connected to the
world?” These are the three main questions
one would ask themselves on the path of
human development, according to Morgan-

The prayer room in Sabin House creates a space for students of all denominations.
Photos by Billy Liu

Linda Morgan-Clement talks to Lawrentian staff about future hopes for the Sabin House.

Clement.
Lawrence University works with students to develop their psychosocial, intellectual and spiritual lives. Some things can
be developed on their own, however, oftentimes individuals need help from those further down the same path. Morgan-Clement
gives the example of joining an ultimate
Frisbee team or learning physics from a
physics professor as things you cannot do
by yourself without a guide or mentor. “You
need more than each other. [You need]
mentors, companions and guides people
who have been further down the path,” says
Morgan-Clement.
Morgan-Clement plans to invite an
Immam for Muslims and the Yuyu Church
on campus, and hopes the Sabin House can
serve as a “membrane of permeable order
between campus and community.” It is also
a space to talk about religion and have
spiritual conversations. She defines religion as, “a deep tradition or structure that
helps us understand the big questions. The
human being inside of us does not want to
be alone.” Religion is different from spirituality because not everybody has a religion,
but anybody can be spiritual.
“Spirituality is nurturing the part of
us that notices we are connected, but culture has cut us off from that connection.

If all you do is think and study and not
have any friends, then you are spiritually
imbalanced,” said Morgan-Clement, referring back to the three questions of interpersonal connection she posed earlier. Even
if you have one or two of the three connections, you are still imbalanced because
one element connects you to yourself, one
connects you to someone else, and the last
connects you to the world. You must have
all three to be balanced, like a table needs
four legs to be supported and therefore be
able to support something else. Food often
brings people together, which is why the
dining room of Sabin house will serve as a
place to cultivate group support.
The Sabin House will be defined by the
students’ wants and needs of the space. But
most importantly, it will be a space for kindness, inclusion and forgiveness. This means
to be open and comfortable enough to make
mistakes. If you accidentally forget to take
off your shoes or walk in on someone praying, it will be forgiven.
“People being kind to themselves and
others will make it more inclusive,” said
Morgan Clement.
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Kane Mathis Duo

Izzy Yellen
Columnist

______________________

There is nothing quite like
starting off Midterm Reading
Period with two hours of
relaxing world music. On
Wednesday, Feb. 8, I, along
with many other students and
a handful of Appletonians, were
able to kick back and relish
in an impressive performance
from Kane Mathis accompanied
by Roshni Samlal. Mathis, who
was a student at Lawrence for
two years, is known throughout the world for his kora and
oud expertise, despite being
from the West.
As a student at Lawrence,
Mathis studied jazz and classical guitar, but after learning of
so much world music in high
school, he realized that was
what he wanted to devote his
life to. When not studying at
Lawrence, he used his breaks
to travel to the Gambia and
Istanbul, learning the kora and
oud, respectively, from masters
of the instruments. Flash forward to 2011 and—as stated
in the program—“Mathis [is
now] the first non-African to
be endorsed by [The Gambia’s]
National Center for Arts and
Culture.”
The show opened with
Mathis playing a solo kora
piece, showcasing his talent
on the instrument. The kora
is made up of a resonating
gourd with a long neck and two
planes of strings—over twenty
total. The complex style has
the player produce basslines,
chords, melody and contrapuntal figures simultaneously.
I was quickly transitioned to
a tranquil state as high textures flurried above me and
bass twanged underneath, both
voices swooping up and down.
With eyes closed, it was hard to
believe this sound came from
two thumbs and two fingers.
With eyes open, the four digits blurred across the strings,
but Mathis’ otherwise stillness
struck me.
For the rest of the six pieces—some of which had Mathis
playing oud—Samlal joined
him on tabla. As my ears adjusted to the kora in context of this
new percussive and sometimes
melodic voice, I realized how
smoothly the many strings bled
from one to another, ringing
out over themselves lushly. But
at the same time, the tabla’s

sound was punctuated and precise, creating monolithic rhythmic figures with the tablas.
While they interacted by locking into patterns together, it
was harder to see how else they
played off each other, as both
instruments were highly active
and virtuosic. The nuances of
the instruments and respective
music they are rooted in also
made it tough to perceive the
intricacies of their interplay, as
knowledge of the traditions is
important to connecting to the
music as a whole.
Despite the disconnect I
had with understanding and
firmly grasping the performance, the two did a nice job
of explaining the rhythms and
other elements to the audience,
making what they did on stage
more accessible and digestible.
This effort was appreciated, as
it gave everyone something to
grab onto other than just the
sheer technique and meditative
feeling so present throughout.
At some points, though, I
found it beneficial and more
moving to close my eyes and
simply listen, not considering
the complexities and specifics.
More often than not, when covering a show, I can sometimes
take too many notes or think
too much when the best experience can come from purely
listening. Lulled into a halfsleep, relishing the rich sounds,
not thinking of the challenge
of writing this column nor the
work I had before or after, I
bonded to Mathis and Samlal’s
playing, moved by its illusionary duality—droning and
active, calming and exciting.
A performance of music
from a genre you are unfamiliar
with has a pretty good chance
of sounding all the same. This
concert of West African, Indian
and Ottoman music certainly
did for me. But the ways we as
listeners can try to understand
it, love it and allow ourselves
to be moved and inspired by
it is where the music becomes
interesting. To shun arts
because you do not understand
them—even if you try to and
fail—is a mistake. More than
just a surface-level understanding of what is happening can be
gleaned, and as a listener, that
is something I strive for and
hope you do too. There is something beyond, often abstracted
by our desire to critique and
learn from the music rather
than just listen.

The Kane Mathis Duo performs in Harper Hall.
Photo by Angelica Hurtado

Film Review

“Hotel
Chevalier”
Ali Shuger

Staff Writer
____________________________________

With Midterm Reading
Period in the past and finals
looming in the not-so-distant
future, I can imagine that many
Lawrentians—myself included—
do not always have quite enough
time to sit through a featurelength film. Wes Anderson’s
“Hotel Chevalier,” coming in at
about 13 minutes and readily
available on YouTube, can remedy a movie craving without taking a large chunk of time out of a
packed schedule.
In this short feature, meant
to prologue his longer “Darjeeling
Limited,” Anderson remains true
to both his signature “dollhouse”
style and his recurring theme of
graceless love. From the opening
shot to the final credits, the film
is almost completely made up
of shades of golden yellow combined frequently with greys. We
can see Anderson’s color choices mirrored in the tone of the
characters; they are warm and
obviously comfortable with one
another, but not too comfortable.
Grey tones pop up just as awkwardness begins to suggest itself.
Jason Schwartzman appears
in the film’s first moments, clad
in a yellow bathrobe, lying atop
his yellow bed accented by yellow light and the yellow trim on

Pizza
Planet
Student
Art Show

Seniors Ridley Tankersley
and Noah Gunther hosted the
third annual Pizza Planet art
show on Friday, Feb. 8. Works
displayed were submitted by
students.

his hotel room’s walls. When he
receives a call from his ex-girlfriend (Natalie Portman) telling
him that she’s on her way from
the airport, he ditches the golden
robe for some more drab attire—
a grey suit and black dress
shirt—then regains his place
atop the bed. Portman shows
up—also dressed in grey—and
they proceed to clumsily get
reacquainted with one another.
Anderson does a fantastic
job of conveying the difficulties
of getting back together—even if
just for a short time—with somebody you once intimately knew.
In the two characters’ conversations there is a lingering air of
concurrently wanting to become
intimate once more and wanting to maintain both emotional
and physical distance. Portman’s
character asks Schwartzman’s,
“How long are you gonna stay [in
this hotel]?” to which he replies,
“How long are you gonna stay?”
at which point she reveals that
she only intends on staying with
him for a single night. She asks
him, “Are you running away from
me?” He responds, “I thought I
already did.”
It is clear that the two are
trying to put space between
each other, yet there is just as
clearly some sort of magnetism
that draws them back together. Portman’s character is open

about her persisting feelings
for her former lover, telling him
that she wants to be his friend
no matter what happens, and
that she still loves him and never
meant to hurt him, to which he
responds, “I will never be your
friend, no matter what, ever,” and
“I don’t care,” respectively. Yet
he remembers and acknowledges her quirks, showing her that
he, in some way, does still care
by handing her a toothpick—
she has a habit of absentmindedly picking her teeth, as we see
earlier in the film—out of his
pocket. They are at once familiar
and unfamiliar with each other-an on-screen representation of
both the impossibility of complete separation after intimacy
and the inability of a previously
intimate pair to pick up where
they left off.
Although “Hotel Chevalier”
is short, it is charged with familiar emotion—whether awkward or tender—reflected by
Anderson’s colorful, ever-tantalizing visuals. It is fulfilling as a
stand-alone feature in spite of
its purpose in preceding “The
Darjeeling Limited,” and I would
recommend it to any busy student in need of a break, regardless of familiarity with its director or his films.

Student art hangs at the Pizza Planet show.
Photo by Hikari Mine
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ARTIST SPOTLIGHT:
KELSEY STALKER

Wendell Leafstedt
Staff Writer

_________________________

If you have been to Lawrence
and Appleton’s art galleries in the
last few years, you may be familiar with the works of fifth-year
senior Kelsey Stalker. Stalker is
a studio art and environmental
studies double-major who enjoys
blending her interests in her art
pieces.
Originally from Janesville,
WI, Stalker came to Lawrence
to study art and play volleyball.
Although volleyball has faded
from the picture, her interest
in studio art has only grown.
She is currently working on
pieces for the Senior Art Show
on Friday, May 26 this year. She
also hopes to send works to The
Rabbit Gallery, a pop-up gallery
in downtown Appleton, which
shows many student works.
Most of Stalker’s art pieces
are influenced by her interest
in the natural world. She enjoys
making “objects that reference

Bridget Bartal

natural environments, whether
in ceramics, drawing, printmaking or painting.” They reference
and represent her world and the
places she has been, often taking a stance on environmental
issues.
Stalker believes in the
power of the subconscious mind
and likes to “take the back seat”
while she works, allowing herself
to create without the constraints
of structure and rigid plans.
In the past, when she defines
the concept or goal of a project
before she begins working on it,
she has found it difficult to work
naturally and finish it. Thus, her
unique creative process gives her
art its own identity.
Stalker works as building monitor in the Wriston Art
Center and as Studio Assistant
for the Ceramics Department.
Her mentor, Uihlein Fellow of
Studio Art Meghan Sullivan, has
taught her much of what she
knows. Stalker spent a summer
as Sullivan’s research assistant.
Over time, Sullivan has helped

her develop her proficiency and
interest in ceramics.
Between her jobs, time in
the ceramics studio and academic courses, Stalker is very busy,
but she has found time to study
abroad twice in her five years at
Lawrence. In fall 2014, she travelled to Costa Rica to study environmental sustainability, and in
fall 2016, she studied geology
in the small town of Coldigioco,
Italy.
Early in her art studies,
Stalker was concerned about
job availability after graduation.
Now, considering her variety of
interests and large portfolio of
completed works, she is more
optimistic. She plans to look for
a position at the Northern Clay
Center in Minneapolis or look for
an artist residency opportunity.
You can look for Kelsey
Stalker’s art at the Print and
Ceramics Sale in the spring (date
to be announced) and at the
Senior Art Show on Friday, May
26.

Simone Style Dance

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

On Monday, Feb. 13, I got the
chance to talk to senior Simone
Marentes about the Melee Dance
Troupe of Lawrence University.
She also went into detail about
her own dance class called Simone
Style. As executive director of
Melee Dance Troupe, Simone provided an inside look at dance at
Lawrence and she highly encourages people of all skill-levels to
give dancing a try because it can
pleasantly surprise you.
Simone started dancing
in eighth grade and fell in love
with the art. She has tried most
styles of dancing, and her favorite
styles have been jazz, swing and
contemporary. Her Simone Style
dance class, organized through
Melee, often combines these various styles of dancing in a laidback and improvisational manner.
Her classes involve letting go of
restrictions; the dance is completely up to the interpretation of
the individual. Anyone can attend
these classes and Simone encourages attendance from individuals
who have no experience or history
of dancing.
These Melee classes take
place each week on Monday
and Thursday from 7 P.M. to 9
P.M. Many of the classes revolve
around conditioning, while other
classes have specific themes,
such as ballet or jazz. On Monday,
Feb. 20, the theme of the class
will be salsa and clave dancing.
This “Melee and CFC Salsa Fiesta
Night” will be held in Colman Hall
and will involve not only dancing
but chips and salsa.
Most Simone Style classes
involve a small group of six to

seven dancers. Simone states that
she greatly enjoys this personal
setting; it makes it much easier
to bond with individual dancers.
Forming these relationships is
what makes a group like Melee
so fun to be a part of. Simone
often chooses her accompanying
music based on the compatibility
of dancing to its melody, yet it is
even better when she can find lyrics that resonate with her as well.
Melee Dance Troupe puts
on a Fall and Spring Term show
each year. Since Simone is executive director, this preparation can
be extremely
stressful, but
she says that
the stress is
accompanied
by
extreme
reward. She is
currently preparing
eight
dance pieces
and
choreographing
six
others for the
spring show.
Choreographing
is one of her
favorite parts
of Melee, and
she
always
falls in love
with at least
one piece per
show. Simone
also accredits
a lot of help to
Margaret Paek,
Instructor of
Dance,
who
offers
Melee
many opportunities for events
and planning.
F i n a l l y,

Simone wanted to stress that her
classes are not about how good
of a dancer you are. She is always
inspired to see people dance in
their own ways, whether they
have a history of dance or not.
Her Simone Style dance classes
are a way to relieve stress and
bond with other people while having fun and expressing yourself.
Anyone with any interest in dance
is welcomed to these classes; the
schedule can be found on the
Melee Dance Troupe Facebook
page.

Photo by Taylor Blackson

Photo by Kiran Mufty

Album Review

Department of Eagles’
“In Ear Park”

Bridget Bartal

Staff Writer
___________________________________

In 2008, Department of
Eagles released their second
album, “In Ear Park.” Since finding this album about four years
ago, I have been continuously
blown away by its ingenuity.
Daniel Rossen, one half of the
Department of Eagles duo, is
best known for his work with
the band Grizzly Bear. “In Ear
Park,” however, is my favorite
product of Rossen’s work. The
craftsmanship and delicacy of
the album is entrancing.
This entrancement begins
almost immediately as the title
track opens with beautiful guitar. Low strings subtly join the
guitar in an extraordinarily
complementary way. Similar
string parts provide an unconventional texture throughout
the album. The interjection
of a marching rhythm signals
the climax of this first track.
Similarly, the peak of many of
the songs does not occur from
the band playing as loudly as
possible but instead through
the steady swell provided by
the addition of instruments.
This effect messes with one’s
emotions.
The
album
contains
extraordinary
background
vocals with complex and odd
harmonies. It also utilizes low
pitch in a way that is pleasantly
refreshing. Simple piano parts

are pounded in the lowest range
of the keyboard, and steady bass
lines are often doubled with
baritone singing. Each instrument is carefully intertwined
with the other. This, to me, is
the epitome of great songwriting. Also, the chord progressions on several tracks are
similar to one another. I cannot,
however, complain about this
fact because the progression is
so particular and beautiful that
it bears repeating.
Tracks such as “Classical
Records” and “Therapy Car
Noise” are ethereally haunting. The former contains a
high-pitched tone that persists
through most of the song, while
the latter features reversed
speaking reminiscent of a
Beatles song. The musicianship
on the album displays extreme
attention to detail; the layering
of instruments and electronics
is impeccably tasteful.
The last track features
banjo, and it is probably my
least favorite on the album. It
ends a collectively phenomenal
album on a slight lull. The second-to-last song, “Floating on
the Lehigh,” has an exceptionally beautiful melody, and in my
opinion, it would have been a
better closer for the album.
The climaxes of the songs
on “In Ear Park” are ultimately wholesome. Department of

See page 10
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STAFF EDITORIAL

Concerning the Bon App Monopoly

Why Does No One Listen
to My Radio Show?

Sam Goldbeck

For The Lawrentian

Lawrence, similar to many other college campuses across the nation, contracts Bon
Appetit as the sole dining service provider on campus. With Bon Appetit having the monopoly,
especially in Warch—a space that most Lawrentians utilize for everything from studying and
eating to hosting events and important functions—students have limited options when it
comes to dining and catering. The fact that Bon Appetit has the monopoly, together with the
mandatory meal plans and other limitations from Campus Life not only severely limits student
choices, but also makes these choices very expensive and affect students’ overall well-being.
The current meal plan system for students is expensive and unnecessarily inflexible. Each
student is charged a fixed sum of $4,929 annually (2016-17 year figures) for their meal plans,
and they only have three options to vary the combination of culinary cash and meal swipes to
suit their needs. Although we acknowledge the importance of a mandatory meal plan for all
residential students to create a close-knit community that Lawrence prides itself for, the meal
plan need not be so expensive. Some other Midwestern private liberal arts colleges which also
use Bon Appetit as their food provider have differently priced meal plans, so while students
are still required to be on the meal plan, they do not have to pay more than what they can
afford. Most other colleges’ most expensive meal plans are also cheaper than ours, even when
they are in areas with comparable costs of living.
In addition, it is very difficult for students who need to get off the meal plan at Lawrence
for health or religious reasons to do so. There is a special accommodation they have to petition
for, and the process is difficult for many. It should be more optional for students, especially
upperclassmen. Although there are meal plans with food-based houses, there has recently
been an incredible demand, signalling a need for more alternative options for students.
Another important concern is that Bon Appetit’s monopoly limits students options when
it comes to catering for events. All events at Warch have to be catered by Bon Appetit, and Bon
Appetit charged an exorbitant amount for caterers. This cost factor and Warch monopoly is
the reason behind the missing chocolate fountain at President’s Ball that upset many students,
and the high cost of catering from BA also drains the budgets of many smaller student organizations for events that are important to them.
Most importantly, with the high price students have to pay for dining and catering needs,
Bon Appetit must pay their student workers better. While BA caterers are paid $80 per fourhour shift, student workers are only paid a little bit more than minimum wage, creating an
issue of extremely high turnover rate.
With Bon Appetit as our sole food provider, they must meet the needs of the growing
student body—with such a high price for our meal plan compared to other private campuses
around the Midwest, there must be changes made to the payment of student workers and
catering costs. If these concerns are not met, and accommodations are not made in a timely
manner for those with religious and health concerns, then it is only right that students have
the choice to remove themselves from the meal plan.
Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Jonathan Rubin at jonathan.c.rubin@
lawrence.edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the
right to edit for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and should not be more than 350 words.

A Plea for Controversial Opinions
Jonathan Rubin
Op-Ed Editor

________________________

It is coming to the end of my
time as Opinions and Editorials
editor and I am very proud to
have been curating and preparing these pages for the past few
terms. While I could spend this
column talking about what I like
about my section, I think it is a
better usage of this space to make
a request of you, my readership.
The Opinions and Editorials
section is an intellectual campus
space and a campus resource.
These pages are supposed to hold
the strong and sometimes controversial opinions of community
members. I think there are many
campus debates and issues that
remain unrepresented in my section despite interest and controversy. While many on our campus
have complicated and interesting
ideas about the issues that influence their lives, very few are willing to write a short piece (a minimum of 550 words) that explicates their view and puts their
thoughts on record.
I think it would be a huge cultural benefit for campus if community members made their ideas
and opinions explicit. This free
exchange of ideas would create

an environment where we taught
each other about the issues that
impact out campus.
It isn’t that there are not
important campus and political
issues being debated and worked
out at Lawrence, it just seems
that people are more inclined to
snipe at each other for beliefs we
think others have as opposed to
engage in substantive debate. We
can never have constructive solutions if we don’t have problems
that are immediately visible and
understandable. It is imperative
for the health of our intellectual
community that individuals holding unpopular beliefs express
those beliefs in a rhetorical way
in order to sway the positions of
some and temper the positions of
those that cannot be convinced.
There are some positions that
are expressed, held or felt by a
majority of the Lawrence campus
and these are repeated over and
over again because their ubiquity
makes them socially acceptable.
While it can be scary to express
ideas we know others don’t agree
with, Lawrence is supposed to be
one of the most rigorous institutions of higher education in the
country. If we truly value rigor
then we must also value the
exchange of disparate and contradictory ideas.

There will never be a time in
your life that it is as easy as it is
now to write an article that will be
published in print and online. As
college students, you are uniquely
positioned to write about anything you want, regardless of
expertise, and have it published.
In my last few issues at editor, I hope that community members will take advantage of this
page. I encourage you to write
the unpopular thing that you feel
must be said. I encourage you to
write what you believe people at
Lawrence have to hear. If we all
take some responsibility for the
health of the intellectual space
we are a part of, we can all work
together to improve it. You are
the only person in the world with
your unique lived experience.
Only you can write the exact piece
you would write; only you can say
what you believe and why. I hope
some of you will take a bold step
and express yourself. Malcolm X
said that “A man who stands for
nothing, will fall for anything.” If
you see a problem say something;
we can’t just pretend these problems don’t exist because being
complacent is not a solution.

_____________________________________

Those that are a part of the
radio life at Lawrence, which
broadcasts through the station
WLFM, probably know that on
the monitor that keeps track of
the vocal reception of the microphones and the volume of the
music being played there is a little
section in the top right corner
of the page that tells you how
many listeners you currently have.
I have a radio show with two fellow Lawrentians and our listener
count has never gone above eight
listeners during a single show.
Why is this? My two friends and
I are pretty good at getting the
word out about our show, called
“Funambulism,” via social media
and word of mouth. Our friends
promise to tune in most weeks
and we go live at the prime time
of 9 p.m. on Thursdays. Are there
not many casual radio listeners
amongst the denizens of the Fox
Valley area? Why are our numbers
so low? Obviously, we’re not
interested mainly in listener-ship,
in fact we didn’t even know about
the viewer bar until this term, and
we’ve been doing the show since
fall term. In recent weeks, our
listener count hasn’t gone much
above three listeners, according
to the computer screen. Now, this
is probably due to lax loyalty by
our fans (friends, whatever), who
already make up a majority of
our viewership. But when digging deeper, and by that I mean
actually listening to WLFM when
my friends and I aren’t broadcasting, the reason for a lower
listener count is becoming more
and more clear. So there’s this
handy thing called Auto-DJ that
just plays a default playlist when
no one is broadcasting. Now it
might not seem all that necessary
to turn Auto-DJ on when you’re
leaving and another show is about

Album Review

continued from page 9

Eagles has a way of immediately
bringing this sonic peak down to
absolutely nothing. All of this happens before one can even compre-

to begin, but those few moments
while the next show is getting
prepped after the last one is over
and the DJs are packing up add
up to a lot of dead air. While I’ve
been writing this, I’ve been tuning
into the station and between several songs there is a lot of silence,
about a few minutes’ worth when
a song ends. This isn’t consistent,
but it’s still harmful if we want to
actually have people continue to
listen to the radio while they’re
driving home. I know most folks at
Lawrence who have radio shows
will tell they do it because it’s fun
for them and to have their friends
listen in, and WLFM doesn’t claim
to be a professional radio broadcasting collective, but I still think
if DJs just took a little extra time
to hit the Auto-DJ button at the
end of their broadcast it could
go a long way to increasing the
amount of consistent listeners.
I’m not saying we should aspire
to be NPR, but if I was driving
and needed the radio to keep me
company, I wouldn’t much appreciate if the station I’m listening
to (because you can hear a lot
of dope tunes and discover new
music from a hip college radio)
suddenly went dead for several
minutes.
I hope, dear
reader, that you don’t think I’m
trashing Lawrence’s amazing
radio station (and I truly do think
WLFM is something special, what
with the amount of freedom DJs
are given to create whatever show
they want), but I do think we need
to be more intentional in tightening up the transitions between
shows, and leave as little silence
on air as possible. I can’t speak for
the residents of Appleton, or even
the students of Lawrence, but I
know I would tune in more regularly if more DJs, myself included,
made an effort to cancel out the
dead air that is so frequent in
between broadcasts.

hend the sounds that they previously heard. This album has left a
long-standing impression on me,
and it continues to do so. “In Ear
Park” is a truly special and emotional album that never ceases to
amaze me.

join

the lawrentian
as a writer or
photographer.

We want your voice
in our publication.
If interested, visit

lawrentian.com/apply
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The Polarization of American Politics
Rrita Osmani

For The Lawrentian

____________________________________

According to the Pew Research
Center, “55 percent of Democrats
say that the Republican Party
makes them ‘afraid,’ while 49
percent of Republicans say the
same about the Democratic Party”.
When asked about whether the
other party’s policies threaten the
nation, 45 percent of Republicans
believe this exemplifies the
Democratic Party and 41 percent
of Democrats feel the same about
Republicans. The political polarization has never been so severe
even through past elections.
The American National Election
Studies shows an upward trend in
negative feelings about the opposing party. Political Polarization
not only calls for feelings of distrust and hostility throughout the
parties, but it is hindering the central goal of the government—to
work for the people.
The pressure to agree with all
and every policy, if you are a member of either party, prevents critical discussions on the local level
and legal challenging of the new
legislation of a party. We see this
in the change of criticism from
Republicans about Donald Trump
before the election and after.
The constant condemnations of
Trump and his remarks from the
Republican Party have long disappeared as the Republicans main-

tain control over the House and
Senate. Most of Trump’s executive actions have received little
criticism or even praise from his
former Republican critics such as
Paul Ryan. Maintaining good relations with the President is necessary for pushing GOP agenda
through the senate. However,
lack of criticism from prominent
Republican leaders like Ryan
show an adherence to turning a
blind eye for the purpose of maintaining control of congress. As a
result, the government, the House,
and the Senate has become a place
where it is about the color of the
seats rather than the actual legislation that passes through. This
creates a culture of compliance
within the parties and deviation
from the party isn’t encouraged.
The danger of this is that the
House and Senate vote on things
based on their personal beliefs or
the party agenda but ignore the
interests of the rest of the population. Because of the animosity
between parties, bi-partisanship
is so hard to achieve and has
become the exception rather than
the rule in current politics. Even
more detrimental, because deviation of the party is not encouraged, it allows the ease of access
of outright racist and xenophobic
appointees to the cabinet such
as Jeff Sessions or Stephen K.
Bannon. The polarization of politics has led to the normalization of

extreme rhetoric solely for voter
support. The polarization of politics is extremely harmful especially in today’s times because we as
a people cannot even count on our
government to oppose appointees of the President because of
the desire of the Republicans in
Congress to keep control.
Political Polarization has also
infiltrated the general public. One
cannot seem a good Republican
until they are strictly pro-life or
against gun laws. This adds to
the opinion of Democrats about
Republicans and Republicans
about Democrats. Because of this
constant pressure to be within
party lines, generalization about
parties can occur. Statements like
“All Republicans hate women” or
“Democrats support hand-outs”
are much more likely to be said.
It is this shifting culture in
politics that allows things like a
gridlock to happen. The inability
to compromise proves to become
detrimental. The fact is that not
all of the U.S. is liberal or conservative. When Congress is mostly
made up of one party, the neglect
of a large portion of the U.S. surfaces. More than ever, political
apathy is poisonous. Big elections
do not only happen every four
years, they happen every two
years when we have the choice to
vote for our congressmen.

Silverstein fanatic, his poems
have always had a special place
in my heart. The one displayed
above from his book Where the
Sidewalk Ends, aptly named “Boa
Constrictor”, is most certainly my
favorite. Why, I wonder, does this
poem have to be only for children? Can’t we all learn from this
best-selling author (and Grammy
award winner)? After extensive
internet research, I have found
that there have been no critical
analyses on the deeper meaning,
the philosophical root, of “Boa
Constrictor”. For this reason, (as
well as its easy memorability),
I believe that Silverstein’s “Boa
Constrictor” is the perfect poem
for love-inducing vapid academic
study.
By picking a nostalgia-packed
poem, it is guaranteed that your
lover will appreciate your getting
in touch with your softer, warmer
side. You can use this as an opportunity to discuss your childhood,
like how your mother would read
this book to you after you wet
the bed (Feel free to shed a few
tears here, they will feel obligated
to stay and listen to you). Next,
follow the emotional beginning
with a one-two punch of academic
jargon and never before discovered insights. Perhaps you can
sigh deeply and stare off into the
distance before diving into something along the lines of “but, you
know, this text makes me ruminate upon the nature of human

existence. Aren’t we all getting
eaten by a boa constrictor? The
boa constrictor… of life”. Carry on
about the passing of time, akin to
the progression of this metaphorical snake. “The tragedy of this
poem is that, just as the speaker
is about to finish the last line, he
is cut off—just as so many of us
are cut off too soon in our own
lives” you might proclaim. Don’t
be afraid to repeat the same idea
many times in just slightly different ways, so the recipient of your
wooing really gets what you’re
trying to say.
Let’s say you still don’t think
your intellectual interpretation
of “Boa Constrictor” is strong
enough. Fear not! Simply add in a
bunch of vocabulary! Drop phrases like anaphora (repetition of a
word or words at the beginning
of two or more successive verses,
clauses, or sentences), apostrophe
(an address to an absent or imaginary person) and litotes (understatement for rhetorical effect). It
will make it seem like you know
what you’re talking about, I guarantee.
Lastly, if all else fails, you
can always bring up the fact that
Shel Silverstein also wrote erotic
plays. (It’s true!) If your extreme
academic brain flexing doesn’t
work, perhaps your knowledge of
fun facts will. In conclusion, dear
readers, go out and let Shel and I
help you win the love you deserve.

Memorize a Shel Silverstein Poem
Emma Fredrickson
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

“Oh, I’m being eaten
By a boa constrictor,
A boa constrictor,
A boa constrictor,
I’m being eaten by a boa
constrictor,
And I don’t like it—one bit.
Well, what do you know?
It’s nibblin’ my toe.
Oh, gee,
It’s up to my knee.
Oh my,
It’s up to my thigh.
Oh, fiddle,
It’s up to my middle.
Oh, heck,
It’s up to my neck.
Oh, dread,
It’s upmmmmmmmm
		mmffffffffff…”

Although Valentine’s Day has
passed now, it is never too late to
impress the ones you love with
a pretentious display of unwarranted intellect. Perhaps you have
acquired a new love interest this
February, and you want to show
them that you are a learned individual. Have an old flame? Never
a better time than the present to
make them fall in love with you
again through academic debate.
Maybe you are still looking for
your better half, a snuggle buddy.
Flexing your brain muscle is the
best way to get their attention.
As
a
childhood
Shel

Is It Okay To
Punch A Nazi?

Cassie Gitkin
Staff Writer

_____________________________________

When white nationalist
Richard Spencer was caught on
video taking a sucker punch to the
face, it sparked an ethics debate
across the world. Spencer is clearly a bad guy. He supports “peaceful ethnic cleansing” (as if there
could ever be such a thing) and
advocates for a “white homeland.”
But was it right to punch him in
the face?
Absolutely. I usually consider
myself a pacifist, but I could watch
Spencer get socked in the noggin
on repeat for the rest of my living
days. But wait! Everyone knows
violence is not the answer. It is
wrong to hurt people. I will not be
the first or last to say that those
rules do not apply to neo-Nazis.
I am in full support of the
first amendment right to free
speech. Everyone deserves the
opportunity to have their voice
heard. It would be great if anyone
with views so hateful in nature
that they oppose the safety or
sovereignty of another human
being were not allowed to talk,
but that is not the country we live
in. Anyone can preach their two
cents. It so happens that Richard
Spencer’s two cents are outrageously dangerous. The danger
in his alt-right monologue is it
implies that not all humans are
created equal. The innate equality
of all people is an idea so important to the wellbeing of American
society that it is directly stated in
the Declaration of Independence.
When the majority or privileged
group begins to believe they are
more deserving or important
than minority groups, it places
those minority groups in extreme
danger. Americans belonging to
minority groups are already in

danger of the harmful effects of
prejudice and systematic oppression; for a group of white people
to believe that they deserve even
more privilege because of their
skin color while others deserve
still less is horrifying.
When Richard Spencer, champion of the alt-right and white
nationalist movements, started
spewing his hateful rhetoric, he
placed millions of people in danger.
A masked crusader approached
Spencer during an interview and
bopped his Macklemore-looking
ass straight in the noodle. The
punch represented the rebellion
of millions of people against the
undrained swamp of Spencer and
his Trump-supporting cronies. It
was a movement of power, and the
only thing that was seriously hurt
was Spencer’s pride.
Here is where things get
tricky—if Spencer had punched
someone he had disagreed with,
would it still be a permissible act
of violence? No, it would not have
been. Nobody is actively threatening Spencer’s existence. The only
kind of permissible violence, both
in the court system and in my
personal belief, is self-defense.
Spencer’s rhetoric is so dangerous
that it is threatening the lives and
safety of millions of Americans. A
punch against the alt-right movement? Seems reasonable to me.
The protestor was acting in selfdefense. Had Spencer punched the
protestor back, that would have
been fine. He too, would have been
acting in self-defense. But he did
not fight back; instead, Richard
Spencer ran off like the wimp he
is. So much for a superior race.
Here’s the punch line: punch
your local Nazi (but stay safe!).
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facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not
endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial, which
represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their
own opinions using the parameters outlined in the masthead.
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